NYU Symphony
2015 Bass Audition Excerpts

1. Shostakovich 9, Movement 1, pickup to m. 156-181
2. Shostakovich 9, Movement 5, mm. 116-144
3. Shostakovich 9, Movement 5, pickup to m. 161-205
4. Shostakovich 9, Movement 5, pickup to m. 288-306
5. Mozart 41, Movement 1, mm. 132-153
6. Mozart 41, Movement 2, mm. 61-75
7. Mozart 41, Movement 4, second half of m. 172-204
8. Mozart 41, Movement 4, mm. 293-353
9. One short movement of a solo work
Allegro

MENUETTO

TRIO

da capo
8. Mozart Symphony No. 41, Movement 4, mm. 293-353